Annual and Semiannual Cycle of Equatorial Atlantic Circulation Associated with Basin-Mode Resonance
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ABSTRACT

Seasonal variability of the tropical Atlantic circulation is dominated by the annual cycle, but semiannual variability is also pronounced, despite weak forcing at that period. This study uses multiyear, full-depth velocity measurements from the central equatorial Atlantic to analyze the vertical structure of annual and semiannual variations of zonal velocity. A baroclinic modal decomposition finds that the annual cycle is dominated by the fourth mode and the semiannual cycle is dominated by the second mode. Similar local behavior is found in a high-resolution general circulation model. This simulation reveals that the annual and semiannual cycles of the respective dominant baroclinic modes are associated with characteristic basinwide structures. Using an idealized, linear, reduced-gravity model to simulate the dynamics of individual baroclinic modes, it is shown that the observed circulation variability can be explained by resonant equatorial basin modes. Corollary simulations of the reduced-gravity model with varying basin geometry (i.e., square basin vs realistic coastlines) or forcing (i.e., spatially uniform vs spatially variable wind) show a structural robustness of the simulated basin modes. A main focus of this study is the seasonal variability of the Equatorial Undercurrent (EUC) as identified in recent observational studies. Main characteristics of the observed EUC including seasonal variability of transport, core depth, and maximum core velocity can be explained by the linear superposition of the dominant equatorial basin modes as obtained from the reduced-gravity model.

1. Introduction

The mean tropical Atlantic circulation manifests a superposition of the wind-driven and thermohaline circulations that are focused in the upper ocean and near the western boundary (Schott et al. 2004; Schott et al. 2005). At the equator, below the surface wind drift associated with the equatorial easterlies, the Equatorial Undercurrent (EUC) flows eastward along the equator, contributing to the Atlantic meridional overturning circulation and to the wind-driven subtropical cells (Hazeleger and de Vries 2003; Hazeleger et al. 2003). The EUC is among the strongest currents in the tropical Atlantic and flows down the depth-dependent eastward pressure gradient. While nonlinearities contribute to its mean characteristics (Charney 1960; Qiao and Weisberg 1997), the EUC is essentially governed by linear dynamics with the meridional momentum equation being approximated by the geostrophic balance (Stommel 1960; McCreary 1981).

The main focus of the present study is the seasonal cycle of the zonal velocity that is the dominant variability in the upper layer of the central equatorial Atlantic, particularly modulating the mean eastward flow of the EUC. A question to be addressed is whether the flow variations can be understood as a linear wave response to annual and semiannual wind forcing. Using a general circulation model (GCM), Philander and Pacanowski (1986) found that the western part of the equatorial Atlantic is dominated by a local response to
the annual wind forcing, while the central and eastern Atlantic shows a stronger semiannual cycle only partially attributable to the local wind forcing. The downward propagation of energy supplied by periodic wind forcing at the sea surface can be conceptually described by equatorial beams. Eastward- and westward-propagating beams are found analytically as the sum of low-order baroclinic mode equatorial Kelvin and Rossby waves, respectively (McCreary 1984). In the tropical Atlantic, such beams are most pronounced at the annual period; the associated upward phase propagation can be identified in direct current observations as well as in high-resolution GCM simulations (Brandt and Eden 2005). In relation to the relative strength of the annual and semiannual wind forcing of the tropical Atlantic, the semiannual cycle of the velocity field is enhanced compared to the annual cycle. Using idealized and realistic simulations of the tropical Atlantic, Thierry et al. (2004) found that the propagation of second baroclinic mode equatorial Kelvin and long Rossby waves is in resonance with the semiannual wind forcing. Because of the downward energy propagation and the generally dissipative character of the basin resonance, bottom reflections or the presence of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge do not appear to affect the general structure of the semiannual cycle of the velocity field. The spatial and temporal structure of such resonance phenomena are best described by equatorial basin modes (Cane and Moore 1981). These modes are low-frequency standing equatorial modes composed of equatorial Kelvin and long Rossby waves in the context of a shallow-water model with a given gravity wave speed characteristic of a specific baroclinic mode. The total travel time of both types of waves across the basin defines the period of the gravest basin mode. In the inviscid case, the analytical solution by Cane and Moore (1981) has a singularity in the midbasin due to Rossby wave focusing. The introduction of lateral diffusion and/or mean flow can prevent such focusing, which makes solutions more realistic in comparison to observations (Greatbatch et al. 2012; Claus et al. 2014). The concept of equatorial basin modes has been applied to explain the dynamics of observed intraseasonal, seasonal, and interannual variability in the three equatorial basins (see, e.g., Johnson and Zhang 2003; Fu 2007; Ding et al. 2009). At the semiannual time scale, variability in both the Atlantic and Indian Oceans appears consistent with a resonance of the second baroclinic mode that can be approximated by an equatorial basin mode (Jensen 1993; Han et al. 1999; Thierry et al. 2004; Ding et al. 2009). A subsequent study of basin-mode resonance in the Indian Ocean by Han et al. (2011) highlighted the influence of wave damping and the shape of the equatorial basin on the spatial structure of these modes, while the existence of equatorial basin modes was found to be a robust feature in simulations with models of different complexity.

In the present paper, we explore the role of the gravest equatorial basin modes of different baroclinic modes in shaping the seasonal cycle of equatorial Atlantic zonal velocity with a particular focus on the EUC. While a basin-mode description of semiannual variability was discussed in previous studies, we will show evidence of a resonant basin mode at the fourth baroclinic mode, annual period.

During the recent decade, an enhanced equatorial observing system consisting of subsurface current meter moorings deployed in cross-equatorial arrays at different longitudes, that is, 23°W, 10°W, and 0°, has been maintained, and the resulting data has been used to document the seasonal behavior of the Atlantic EUC (Brandt et al. 2014; Johns et al. 2014). Some of the identified characteristics, such as the annual cycle of EUC deepening and shallowing and the semiannual cycle of EUC core velocity, have not been dynamically explained so far. Here, we use full-depth velocity observations taken at the equator, 23°W, to analyze the vertical structure of the seasonal cycle. Further, we compare these results to simulations with a primitive equation numerical model that reveals the horizontal structure of the dominant baroclinic modes in a realistic setting. The obtained horizontal structure resembles that of equatorial basin modes as simulated with a reduced-gravity model. The gravest equatorial basin modes have their strongest zonal velocity oscillations on the equator in midbasin and might thus be well sampled by the 23°W moored observations. The reduced-gravity model is further used to study the structural dependence of the basin modes on the basin geometry (i.e., square basin vs realistic coastlines) and forcing (i.e., spatially uniform vs realistic wind forcing). The skill of the linear reduced-gravity model in replicating the dominant features of the seasonal cycle of the zonal velocity in the equatorial Atlantic demonstrates that a large part of the seasonal variability may be explained by equatorial wave dynamics associated with just two equatorial basin modes.

The layout of the paper is as follows: In section 2, the moored velocity and shipboard conductivity–temperature–depth (CTD) data are introduced. The model hierarchy, composed of a GCM in a realistic setting and an idealized reduced-gravity model applied for different levels of complexity, is described in section 4. The results section includes a characterization of the annual and semiannual variations as obtained from the mooring data and from the GCM (section 4a), a comparison between the
GCM simulation and the idealized reduced-gravity simulations fitted to moored velocity data from the equator at 23°W (section 4b), and an analysis of the variability of the EUC and its dependence on resonant equatorial basin modes (section 4c). Summary and discussion are presented in section 5.

2. Mooring and CTD data

The zonal velocity observations were obtained from current meter moorings deployed at the equator, 23°W, from February 2004 to April 2014 (Fig. 1). This dataset represents an update of that published by Brandt et al. (2011, 2012). Here, we use mooring data from seven successive deployment periods of approximately 1.5-yr duration. The moorings were equipped with two ADCPs. The upper one was a 300- or a 150-kHz ADCP installed at 100- to 230-m depth and profiled upward from just below the EUC. The lower instrument was a 75-kHz ADCP that either profiled downward from just beneath the upper instrument or upward from about 600- to 650-m depth. We applied a 40-h, low-pass filter to hourly interpolated current data (ADCP sampling rates varied typically between 0.5 and 1 h\(^{-1}\), but it was set to about 3 samples per day during one mooring period) to eliminate tidal currents, and the detided data were subsequently subsampled to 12-hourly resolution. Between 600 and 1000 m during several mooring periods, a few single-point current meters of a different type were installed.

Deeper in the water column, a McLane Moored Profiler (MMP) was programmed to sample the depth range between 1000 and 3500 m. The installed profilers acquired data during three of the seven mooring periods, with a somewhat reduced measurement range during the third and seventh mooring periods (see Fig. 1). The MMPs were programmed to occupy profiles in bursts of two one-way traverses every 4 or 6 days, with the one-way profiles initiated 6 h apart. No temporal filter was applied to the acquired velocity data. Given the length of the time series, the impact of measurement noise on the derived amplitude of the annual and semiannual cycles can be regarded as negligible.

The time series has so far been used to study equatorial deep jets (EDJs) that are visible as bands of eastward and westward velocity characterized by downward phase propagation and a periodicity of about 4.5 yr (Brandt et al. 2011) as well as the seasonal and interannual variability of the EUC (Brandt et al. 2014). Here, we further exploit the data to study the seasonal circulation variability taking particular advantage of the nearly full-depth velocity measurements to decompose the velocity field according to baroclinic modes at selected frequencies.

For the decomposition of the moored velocity data into baroclinic modes, we used vertical structure functions for a flat bottom derived from a mean Brunt–Väisälä frequency profile that was obtained by averaging individual Brunt–Väisälä frequency profiles calculated from shipboard CTD measurements taken during the
mooring service cruises. The structure functions of the low baroclinic modes change only marginally when taking into account the variability about the mean Brunt–Väisälä frequency profile; however, some variations in the depth of zero-crossings of the profiles result when considering different ocean depths. To have a consistent analysis regarding the vertical structure of observed and simulated velocity variability, we decided to use one set of structure functions derived from the observed mean Brunt–Väisälä frequency profile for a water depth of 4500 m for both the analysis of the zonal velocity from moored observations as well as from the GCM. The main characteristics of the baroclinic modes are given in Table 1: the two modes of particular interest in the present study, that is, the second and fourth baroclinic mode, together with the mean zonal velocity in the upper 300 m derived from the moored time series are presented in Fig. 2.

3. Model simulations

The GCM builds on a global configuration [Tropical Atlantic Nest at \(\frac{1}{10}^\circ\) (TRATL01)] of the Nucleus for European Modeling of the Ocean (NEMO) code (Madec 2008) in which the grid resolution of 0.5\(^\circ\) is refined to 0.1\(^\circ\) in the Atlantic Ocean between 30\(^\circ\)N and 30\(^\circ\)S via two-way nesting (Debreu and Blayo 2008). It includes 46 vertical levels, with increasing thickness from 6 m at the surface to 250 m at depth. With an interannually varying forcing given by the Co-ordinated Ocean–Ice Reference Experiments (CORE; Griffies et al. 2009) reanalysis data over the period 1948–2007, the TRATL01 configuration was used by Duteil et al. (2014) to study the circulation mechanisms responsible for the ventilation of the oxygen minimum zone in the eastern tropical Atlantic. A particular finding of that study was the improved realism of the equatorial current system, owing to the higher resolution of the TRATL01 model compared to a 0.5\(^\circ\) resolution model. Here, we use the output from the TRATL01 simulation over the period 1995–2007, as well as 3-yr subsets of the time series, to assess the strength of the interannual variability that might be present in the moored observations covering periods of at least 3 yr at the different longitudes. We compare the results of the TRATL01 simulations with observational results that are based on current meter moorings along meridional sections at 23\(^\circ\)W, 10\(^\circ\)W, and 0\(^\circ\), deployed from October 2007 to June 2011 (Johns et al. 2014). The comparison focuses on the mean and the seasonal cycle of the EUC transport (Fig. 3). As the time period of the TRATL01 simulation and the observations only marginally overlap, we examined the stability of the mean EUC seasonal cycle for different time periods using the dataset of the ECMWF Ocean Reanalysis System 4 (Balmaseda et al. 2013). We found that in the reanalysis, the mean seasonal cycle of the EUC for 1995–2007 is similar in amplitude and phase to that of 2007–11, justifying our comparison of TRATL01 simulations with observations from different periods.

The moored data show that at 23\(^\circ\)W, the strongest EUC transport is found in boreal autumn during the period of maximum easterly wind stress that varies dominantly at annual period. At 10\(^\circ\)W, the EUC transport shows a semiannual cycle with maxima in boreal spring and autumn. Farther to the east, the wind forcing is dominated by its semiannual component. However, the observed EUC transport at 0\(^\circ\) has only a single maximum in boreal spring. The comparison of simulated and observed EUC transports (Fig. 3) shows that (i) the model’s annual-mean EUC transport is generally overestimated and decreases more with distance from west to east as compared to observations (the interannual variability, delineated by the successive 3-yr subsets of the time series, is not able to account for these differences); (ii) within the seasonal cycle, the timing of the boreal autumn maximum in the EUC transport is well represented at 23\(^\circ\) and 10\(^\circ\)W; and (iii) there is only a weak simulated seasonal cycle at 0\(^\circ\) with the observed boreal spring maximum not represented. At 23\(^\circ\)W, the simulation is found to capture the main characteristics of the seasonal velocity variability observed on the
equator, including the amplitude and phase of the annual harmonic of zonal velocity (Fig. 4) and the spectral behavior (Fig. 5). In particular, the reasonable representation of the observed seasonal cycle of zonal velocity in the central equatorial Atlantic, that is, close to midbasin where velocity oscillations of the gravest equatorial basin mode are strongest (Cane and Moore 1981), encourages us to focus on a baroclinic modal decomposition analysis at the annual and semiannual period.

To further the dynamical understanding, we consider single baroclinic mode solutions by applying a linear reduced-gravity model in spherical coordinates. For governing equations and further details of the model, see Greatbatch et al. (2012). The internal gravity wave speeds of the reduced-gravity model are taken from the baroclinic modal decomposition of the observed mean Brunt–Väisälä frequency profile described above (Table 1). The lateral eddy viscosity is set to $300 \text{ m}^2 \text{s}^{-1}$, which yields the most realistic results with regard to the meridional structure of high baroclinic mode waves (Greatbatch et al. 2012; Claus et al. 2014). However, model simulations with reduced eddy viscosity, that is, $100 \text{ m}^2 \text{s}^{-1}$, give similar results. The governing equations are applied to a rectangular as well as a realistic coastline domain with northern and southern boundaries at $20^\circ \text{N/S}$, respectively. Sponge layers at the northern and southern boundaries prevent Kelvin wave propagation along those boundaries. The latitudes of the northern and southern boundaries in the reduced-gravity model are chosen to be far enough away from the equator to have little influence on the structure of the simulated equatorial basin modes. The horizontal resolution is the same as that used in the GCM ($\frac{1}{10}^\circ$ in both longitude and latitude).

Periodic wind stress forcing is applied to the momentum equations (either annually or semiannually), and all simulations with the reduced-gravity model are run for 100 yr in order to obtain a stable, periodically oscillating solution. We note that the resulting oscillation amplitude will depend on different aspects of the model configuration, including the applied damping, the basin geometry, the strength of the basin mode resonance, and, most importantly, the projection of the wind forcing onto the different baroclinic modes. Here, we use similar wind coupling coefficients as, for example, in Shankar et al. (1996) or Han et al. (1999). However, the annual and semiannual oscillation amplitudes derived from the linear reduced-gravity model are scaled using the ratio of observed and simulated amplitudes of the annual and semiannual oscillations on the equator at $23^\circ \text{W}$. This adjustment was performed to counter any misrepresentation of damping or forcing in the reduced-gravity model with respect to the simulated oscillation amplitude. The reduced-gravity model is then used to quantify the horizontal structure of the amplitude and phase of the annual and semiannual cycle throughout the tropical Atlantic.

Three sets of reduced-gravity model simulations are presented. The first uses an idealized rectangular domain with a basin width of $52.8^\circ$ in longitude forced by spatially uniform zonal wind stress at the annual or semiannual period. The second set of simulations is identical except that the model domain is defined by the observed 1000-m isobath of the equatorial Atlantic.
basin at the eastern and western boundaries. Note that we used a slightly different basin width for the rectangular domain from that used by Greatbatch et al. (2012; in that case 55° in longitude) in order to ensure that the resonance periods in the model simulations with a rectangular basin and a basin with realistic coastlines are basically the same. For both sets of simulations having spatially uniform wind forcing, in addition to the amplitude scaling, a spatially uniform phase shift is applied to the simulated annual and semiannual oscillations over the whole domain to achieve agreement between simulated and observed phases on the equator at 23°W. Following this approach, the adjusted model output is independent of the amplitude and phase of the wind forcing. The third set of simulations is the same as the second (i.e., both sets using realistic coastlines), except that we use a spatially varying, harmonically oscillating wind forcing derived from the NCEP–DOE AMIP-II

FIG. 3. Monthly means (squares) of the 30–300-m EUC transport at 23°W, 10°W, and 0° from observations taken from October 2007 to June 2011 (Johns et al. 2014, blue) and the TRATL01 model output derived for the whole model period 1995–2007 (red) as well as for four successive 3-yr subsets of the time series (gray). Thick solid lines represent the mean seasonal cycles derived from annual and semiannual harmonic fits of the observations (blue) and simulations (red).

FIG. 4. Annual cycle of zonal velocity (cm s⁻¹) from the equator, 23°W, as reconstructed using only (a) the annual harmonic fit applied to moored velocity data and (b) the TRATL01 model output.
reanalysis product (Kanamitsu et al. 2002). In this third set of simulations, we use zonal and meridional wind forcing. Specifically, the amplitude and phase of the annual and semiannual wind forcing are obtained by harmonic fits at the corresponding periods. In this most realistic set of simulations with the reduced-gravity model, only the amplitudes of simulated velocity oscillations are scaled according to the observed values on the equator at 23°W; no phase adjustment is done, as we expect the phase of the oscillations to be well determined by the applied wind forcing.

4. Results

a. Characteristics of the annual and semiannual cycle

The dominant signals in the zonal velocity field observed at the 23°W equatorial mooring (Fig. 1) are the seasonal cycle and the interannual variations associated with the equatorial deep jets. By analyzing an early subset of the mooring data, Brandt et al. (2006) identified strong annual cycle amplitudes above and below the mean core depth of the EUC that are in phase opposition. Deeper in the water column, sizable annual amplitudes were also found. A reconstruction of the mean annual cycle from a harmonic fit of the moored velocity data (Fig. 4a) shows a clearly visible phase jump at about 70-m depth associated with zero amplitude. Around 100-m depth, another maximum in the annual amplitude is found corresponding to the lower part of the EUC. This pattern represents the upward and downward movement of the EUC velocity core during the year, being shallowest in boreal spring and deepest in autumn. Below the EUC, upward phase propagation is evident that is, according to linear equatorial wave theory, associated with downward energy propagation. The simulation with the TRATL01 model (Fig. 4b) shows a very similar behavior. Main differences compared to the observations are the slightly deeper depth of the phase jump and the larger amplitude (with a maximum at about 300 m) below the EUC core. Note that the depth of maximum eastward velocity of the annual-mean EUC at 23°W is about 70 m in the observations and about 85 m in the TRATL01 simulation, which following McCready (1981) is indicative of too large vertical diffusion in the TRATL01 simulation.

To derive a frequency spectrum from the irregularly sampled moored velocity dataset, we performed harmonic fits of the available data at each depth and averaged the derived amplitude vertically over the whole depth range (Fig. 5a). The obtained spectrum clearly shows distinct peaks at annual and semiannual periods with another weaker peak at about 120 days. The broad amplitude maximum at the 4–5-yr period is associated with the EDJs (Brandt et al. 2011; Ascani et al. 2015). The strong peaks in the zonal velocity amplitude suggest the presence of strong forcing at these periods and/or a resonant behavior or, possibly, indicate influence from flow instabilities (not discussed further here). Similar calculations performed using the TRATL01 model velocity data also reveal spectral peaks at annual, semiannual, and 120-day periods with the peak at the annual period being substantially stronger by a factor of 2 to 3 compared to observations. Enhanced amplitudes at
interannual time scales are missing in the TRATL01 solution, pointing toward a well-known deficiency of such models in representing the EJIs (Ascani et al. 2015).

To analyze the vertical structure of the annual and semiannual cycle, we performed a baroclinic modal decomposition of the reconstructed annual and semiannual cycles (Fig. 5b) at each discrete time step. The mode energy was then obtained by averaging the square of the derived coefficients over a whole cycle. As expected from previous studies (Thierry et al. 2004; Ding et al. 2009), the semiannual energy density peaks at the second baroclinic mode. More surprising is the strong peak of the annual cycle at the fourth baroclinic mode. The vertical structure function of the fourth baroclinic mode has its first zero-crossing at 65-m depth (Table 1), which is close to the depth of the mean EUC core (Fig. 2). Thus, the phase shift of the annual cycle within the EUC (Fig. 4a) is associated with the dominance of this baroclinic mode. Note the weak annual amplitudes at about 400-m depth (Fig. 4) that correspond to the second zero-crossing of the fourth baroclinic mode (Table 1) suggesting also a significant contribution of that baroclinic mode to the velocity variability below the EUC.

The TRATL01 simulation shows very similar characteristics: The peak of the second baroclinic mode, semiannual cycle, is slightly weaker than observed, and the peak of the fourth baroclinic mode, annual cycle, is slightly stronger (Fig. 5b). We also note that the amplitude of the third/fifth baroclinic mode, annual cycle, is higher/lower in the TRATL01 simulations compared to the observations, which indicate a shift of the simulated annual cycle to lower modes having deeper first zero-crossings compared to higher modes (Table 1). This is consistent with our findings from the comparison of reconstructed annual cycles (Fig. 4), where the phase shift in the annual cycle between the upper and lower part of the EUC is deeper in the simulations compared to the observations.

In a next step, the TRATL01 output (which reproduces the main characteristics of the seasonal velocity variability on the equator at 23°W) is taken to calculate the horizontal pattern associated with the second baroclinic mode, semiannual cycle, and the fourth baroclinic mode, annual cycle (Fig. 6). These patterns reveal (i) an elongated amplitude maximum along the equator in midbasin, (ii) general westward phase propagation off as well as on the equator, and (iii) a meridionally broader pattern of the semiannual cycle relative to the annual cycle. Both patterns have similarities with equatorial basin modes as theoretically described by Cane and Moore (1981) but reveal at the same time an asymmetry with respect to the equator. We next compare patterns simulated using TRATL01 with idealized simulations using the reduced-gravity model.

b. Equatorial basin modes as simulated with the reduced-gravity model

The reduced-gravity model was next applied to study the resonance behavior of the equatorial ocean forced with spatially uniform zonal forcing of fixed amplitude but different oscillation periods. The simulations were performed for the square basin as well as for the basin with realistic coastlines. Following previous studies (Greatbatch et al. 2012; Claus et al. 2014), we chose the root-mean-square (RMS) of the zonal velocity along the equator calculated in the stable, periodically oscillating state to identify the resonance of the equatorial basin modes (Fig. 7). Here, the estimate is taken over the final complete oscillation cycle. The simulations indicate resonance of the second baroclinic mode near the semiannual period at about 210 days and resonance of the fourth baroclinic mode almost exactly at the annual period. At the resonance periods, the amplitudes of the zonal velocity oscillations are somewhat reduced in the case of a basin with realistic coastlines compared to a square basin. This likely is the result of the slanting western boundary reducing the amplitude of the reflected Kelvin wave in comparison to a straight meridional boundary (Cane and Gent 1984) and possibly also a consequence of the Gulf of Guinea coastline shape in the east. Note that Fig. 7 indicates secondary resonances near 100 days for the second baroclinic mode and near the semiannual period for the fourth baroclinic mode. Several effects that could impact the resonance periods are neglected in the reduced-gravity model. For example, in the real ocean the resonance periods may be reduced in comparison to the idealized simulation presented here due to the presence of a mean flow as shown for equatorial basin modes of higher baroclinic modes (Claus et al. 2014) or due to the nonlinear increase of the propagation speed of equatorial waves (Boyd 1980; Greatbatch 1985).

Different runs with the reduced-gravity model sought to identify the structure of the basin modes in a uniformly forced rectangular ocean and to study the influence of realistic coastlines and wind forcing. Similar to the TRATL01 simulation, the amplitude and phase of the second baroclinic mode, semiannual cycle, and the fourth baroclinic mode, annual cycle, in the reduced-gravity model shows an elongated amplitude maximum along the equator in midbasin and generally westward phase propagation (Figs. 8–10). The solutions of the reduced-gravity model for a square basin and spatially uniform zonal forcing are symmetric with
respect to the equator. The main difference between the solutions for the second baroclinic mode, semiannual cycle (Figs. 8a,c), and the fourth baroclinic mode, annual cycle (Figs. 8b,d), is the meridionally broader pattern of the second baroclinic mode, semiannual cycle; in the case of the semiannual cycle, regions farther away from the equator are more affected by the basin mode oscillations than for the annual cycle.

The introduction of realistic coastlines and the associated change of basin geometry induce an asymmetry in the meridional structure of the basin modes; that is, in the western part of the domain, the amplitude maximum is shifted northward, whereas in the east the amplitude...
in the southern lobe is enhanced, while that in the northern lobe is reduced. Consistent results were found for the basin mode of the second baroclinic mode, semiannual cycle, using a GCM with realistic basin geometry (Thierry et al. 2004) that showed notable meridional asymmetry in the deeper circulation pattern. Here, the second baroclinic mode, semiannual cycle, is more strongly influenced by the introduction of realistic coastlines compared to the fourth baroclinic mode, annual cycle. This could be expected because of the smaller meridional scale associated with the fourth baroclinic mode compared to the second baroclinic mode. In particular, EUC transports are calculated following Johns et al. (2014), that is, integrating only eastward velocities within the latitudinal range from 1°12’S to 1°12’N and the depth range from 0 to 300 m. Here, the reconstruction obtained from the reduced-gravity model simulations only includes the velocity variability associated with the second baroclinic mode, semiannual cycle, and the fourth baroclinic mode, annual cycle, and is derived for all three cases: the square basin, realistic geometry, and realistic wind forcing.
The comparison of observations with the reconstructed seasonal cycle (Figs. 11a,b,c) shows that (i) at 23°W, the observed EUC transport maximum of the seasonal cycle in September is found only slightly later in the reconstruction; (ii) at 10°W, very good agreement is achieved with EUC transport maximum in August/September, a secondary maximum is in March/April, and the weakest EUC transport is in December; and (iii) there is only weak or no correspondence between observations and the reconstructions at 0° with the former exhibiting a spring transport maximum, whereas the reconstructions have a weak late boreal summer maximum, similar to what is found in TRATL01 (Fig. 3c). The differences between the three different reduced-gravity model reconstructions, square basin, realistic coastlines, and realistic wind forcing, are relatively...
small, suggesting robust behavior of the equatorial basin modes. For the reconstructed seasonal cycle of the EUC transport at the three longitudes, the contributions of the annual harmonic cycle and the semiannual harmonic cycle are of similar importance (Figs. 11d,e,f).

To further examine the vertical structure of the seasonal EUC transport variability, zonal transport profiles are calculated by integrating the reconstructed zonal velocity [only eastward velocities following Johns et al. (2014)] over the width of the EUC between 1°12'N and 1°12'S (Fig. 12), which can be directly compared to the observations at 23°W, 10°W, and 0° shown in Johns et al. (2014, their Fig. 11). Here, we also include results regarding the western tropical Atlantic (i.e., 35°W) to analyze the behavior of the EUC across the whole basin. While in general the three different reconstructions are very similar, we note the influence of realistic coastlines compared to the square basin in producing a well-separated and shallower transport maximum at 35°W in boreal spring and a slight weakening of the semiannual
transport maxima in the eastern equatorial Atlantic when introducing realistic wind forcing. The reconstructed transport profiles obtained by using the second baroclinic mode, semiannual cycle, and the fourth baroclinic mode, annual cycle, show several similarities with the observed total transport profiles (Johns et al. 2014): (i) there is a pronounced semiannual cycle in the shallow part of the transport profile (about upper 100 m), and (ii) the EUC is shallow in boreal spring and deep in boreal autumn. Differences between simulations with the reduced-gravity model and observations are particularly evident in the flow below the EUC core. In the simulations, it is the deep extension of the EUC during August/September at 0° (Fig. 12) that is chiefly responsible for the EUC transport maximum during that period (Fig. 11c). On the other hand, the observed deep extension of the EUC at 0° is strongest during May shortly after the shallow spring maximum, both together producing the EUC transport maximum in boreal spring (Fig. 11c). The deep extension of the EUC at 10°W and at 23°W

FIG. 10. As in Fig. 9, but with spatially varying forcing.
occurs about 1 month later in the simulations compared to the observations.

Other parameters that characterize the seasonal EUC variability are its core depth and latitude as well as its maximum velocity (Fig. 13). These parameters were determined from moored observations at 23°W by Brandt et al. (2014). Comparison of the reduced-gravity model reconstructed fields with the observational curves shows that the semiannual cycle of the EUC core velocity and the annual cycle of the EUC core depth can be largely reproduced by the superposition of the two dominant equatorial basin modes. Even though the vertically averaged annual cycle of the zonal velocity dominates the semiannual cycle (Fig. 5), semiannual variability dominates the annual cycle for the EUC core velocity (Fig. 13b). This is because the second baroclinic mode has a larger amplitude than the fourth baroclinic mode at the core depth of the mean EUC (Fig. 2). At the same time, the fourth baroclinic mode, annual cycle, very efficiently influences the seasonal cycle of the EUC core depth. With the first zero-crossing of the fourth baroclinic mode at about the core depth of the mean EUC (Fig. 2), the strengthening/weakening above/below the EUC core during boreal spring and vice versa during boreal autumn (Fig. 13d) results in a vertical movement of the EUC core during the annual cycle. The semiannual cycle does not change sign in the depth range of the EUC and thus does not contribute significantly to the vertical movement of the EUC core. The latitude of the EUC core is rather poorly represented by the simple basin modes. Other effects that might play a role in setting this parameter not accounted for in the simulations are the seasonally varying shallow meridional circulation forced by the meridional wind stress on
the equator and the quasi-stationary meandering of the EUC east of the North Brazil Current retroflection, likely responding to the strong seasonal cycle of the retroflection.

5. Summary and discussion

We have analyzed a multiyear velocity time series from the equator, 23°W, covering (with some gaps; see Fig. 1) the whole water column with respect to the seasonal variations of the zonal velocity. Distinct peaks in frequency baroclinic mode space emerged, the most pronounced being the second baroclinic mode at the semiannual period and the fourth baroclinic mode at the annual period (Fig. 5). Similar peaks are found in the TRATL01 simulation. The associated horizontal patterns as obtained from the TRATL01 model are consistent with the presence of equatorial basin modes, as confirmed using a linear, reduced-gravity model (Figs. 7–10). The general agreement in the horizontal pattern as obtained from TRATL01 and the different runs with the reduced-gravity model also suggest that other effects not accounted for in the reduced-gravity model, such as the seasonal variability in the stratification associated with a vertical displacement of the mean zonal velocity profile, play only a minor role in producing zonal velocity anomalies of the specific baroclinic mode analyzed here.

By using a linear, reduced-gravity model for the simulation of equatorial basin modes for two different baroclinic modes, we were able to show that linear wave dynamics provide a simple explanation for several

![Figure 12: Monthly mean EUC transport profiles at 35°W, 23°W, 10°W, and 0° for the three different reduced-gravity model simulations: (left) rectangular domain, (middle) realistic coastline domain, and (right) realistic wind forcing. White contour lines are included for transports between 0.01 and 0.04 Sv m⁻¹ (1 Sv = 10⁶ m³ s⁻¹) with an increment of 0.01 Sv m⁻¹ and black lines between 0.06 and 0.2 Sv m⁻¹ with an increment of 0.02 Sv m⁻¹.](image)
characteristics of the observed zonal velocity seasonal variability including that of the EUC. Besides equatorial beams that are often used to describe the seasonal variability in the equatorial ocean (McCreary 1984; Lukas and Firing 1985; Thierry et al. 2004; Brandt and Eden 2005), equatorial basin modes represent a powerful alternative means of describing equatorial ocean dynamics (Cane and Moore 1981; Jensen 1993; Han et al. 1999; Ding et al. 2009; Han et al. 2011). Equatorial basin modes are associated with basin resonances occurring at periods defined by the phase speeds of equatorial Kelvin and long Rossby waves of specific baroclinic modes and the basin geometry. In conjunction with the characteristics of the wind forcing, basin resonance appears to explain the pronounced peaks in the frequency baroclinic mode space found in the moored observations.
The simulations with the reduced-gravity model in different configurations and the TRATL01 model confirm the result obtained by Han et al. (2011) and others that the resonant equatorial basin modes are robust features only weakly dependent on the structure of the equatorial basin and the wind forcing. Thierry et al. (2004) specifically analyzed the role of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge and found a negligible effect of this pronounced bathymetric feature, suggesting that a simple reduced-gravity model might be well suited for the simulation of equatorial basin modes.

While the resonance of the semiannual cycle in the Atlantic (as well as Indian) Ocean requires a phase speed close to the phase speed of the second baroclinic mode (Thierry et al. 2004; Ding et al. 2009), the resonance of the annual cycle is associated with a slower internal wave speed, which is achieved in the equatorial Atlantic by the fourth baroclinic mode. The higher baroclinic mode has a first zero-crossing of the associated vertical structure function (derived from observations) at about 65-m depth (Table 1), suggesting an opposing effect of the annual basin mode on the zonal flow above and below the mean EUC core, as seen in the observations (Fig. 4a).

The seasonal cycle of the EUC reveals strong deviations from a simple local response to the wind forcing. Such deviation can be seen, for example, by the following: (i) the basinwide vertical migration of the EUC within the seasonal cycle cannot be in balance with the differing wind forcing in the eastern (predominantly semiannual forcing) and western (predominantly annual forcing) basin at the same time, and (ii) the maximum of the EUC core velocity during boreal spring is found during the period of weakest wind forcing (Johns et al. 2014). Using the reduced-gravity model simulations, we show that the superposition of the two dominant basin modes, that is, the second baroclinic mode, semiannual cycle, and the fourth baroclinic mode, annual cycle, provide a simple explanation for a substantial part of the observed seasonal EUC variability. Particularly, the seasonal cycles of the EUC transport, core depth, and core velocity in the central equatorial Atlantic are well captured by the reconstructed velocity fields. However, the superposition of the two basin-mode solutions cannot account for the downward phase propagation of the annual cycle found below the EUC core (Fig. 4), which must involve other baroclinic modes (Brandt and Eden 2005). This discrepancy between the simulations and observations is probably responsible for the deviations in the transport profiles derived from the reconstructions (Fig. 12) and observations (Johns et al. 2014). It might also be the reason that although the amplitudes of the two basin modes are adjusted in comparison to the 23°W velocity data, the reconstructed and observed EUC transport at 23°W does not completely match (Fig. 11a).

There is general disagreement between observations and the linear reduced-gravity model simulations as well as GCM simulations of the EUC in the eastern equatorial Atlantic, for example, at 0°. Philander and Chao (1991) suggested that in the eastern equatorial Atlantic, the EUC acts as an inertial jet decelerated by lateral dissipation. As shown in satellite (Athie and Marin 2008) and in situ observations (Jouanno et al. 2013), there is a strong seasonal cycle of the amplitude of intraseasonal waves. Model simulations indicate that these waves, which are mainly wind generated by the high-frequency wind forcing, impact the seasonal cycle of turbulent mixing in the eastern equatorial Atlantic (Jouanno et al. 2013). Through their effects on lateral dissipation and vertical mixing, the intraseasonal variability might influence the seasonal cycle of the zonal velocity in the eastern equatorial Atlantic. However, such effects might also play a role in the central equatorial Atlantic, which is also characterized by substantial seasonal cycles in the strengths of tropical instability waves (Athie and Marin 2008) and vertical mixing (Jouanno et al. 2011; Hummels et al. 2014). These effects are not captured in the reduced-gravity model simulations. Besides the gravest equatorial basin modes discussed so far, we also want to mention a possible role of the second basin modes for the zonal velocity variability in the far eastern equatorial Atlantic. In the case of the fourth baroclinic mode, the second basin mode has substantial oscillation energy at the semiannual period (Fig. 7). The second basin mode likely has a stronger impact on the zonal velocity seasonal cycle east and west of the central equatorial Atlantic, which is dominated by the gravest basin mode. As the second basin mode typically has a reduced amplitude in the central equatorial Atlantic and is thus not well constrained by our observations on the equator at 23°W, it is not included here, but it clearly deserves further study.

To correctly represent the seasonal variability of zonal velocity in GCMs, basin-mode resonance must be captured. As suggested by Philander and Pacanowski (1981), the evaluation of the seasonal cycle provides a sensitivity test of the different mixing parameterizations used in models. However, the response of the reduced-gravity model to varying frequencies of the wind forcing (Fig. 7) indicates that the amplitude of the annual and semiannual oscillations crucially depends on the proximity of the resonance peaks to the annual and semiannual periods. The resonance periods of the second and fourth baroclinic modes as calculated using the mean
The modeled Brunt–Väisälä frequency profile from TRATL01 are 185 and 339 days and as such are about 20 days shorter than the estimates obtained from observations (Table 1). In general, variations in the vertical density structure of GCMs compared to observations could enhance or reduce the wave speeds of the specific baroclinic modes and thus modify the amplitude of the corresponding basin modes by shifting the period of the resonance peaks. Particularly for coarse-resolution models, the vertical density structure could differ substantially from reality. The resulting alteration of the EUC transport seasonal cycle and in turn its associated supply to the equatorial upwelling has great potential to impact simulated sea surface temperature variability.

The analyzed simulation with the TRATL01 model show a deeper EUC (at 23°W; 85 m in TRATL01 vs 70 m in the observations) and a deeper first zero-crossing of the fourth baroclinic mode when using the mean Brunt–Väisälä frequency profile from the model instead from the observations (77 vs 65 m). We also note a shift of the annual cycle to lower modes in the TRATL01 simulation compared to observations (Fig. 5). A similar result can be conjectured from the GCM simulation studied by Ding et al. (2009), where it was found that the model solution is determined by the four gravest baroclinic modes with the second and third being dominant. Simulation of the seasonal cycle of equatorial zonal velocity thus requires, besides valid mixing parameterizations, a realistic representation of the vertical density structure and the mean flow field, both affecting the amplitudes of the annual and semiannual oscillations associated with the resonant basin modes.
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